
Primer to Whitepaper: Childcare as a Platform 
 
A 2016 the Citizen Times published an article titled, “Asheville's child care dilemma: Access, affordability issues loom 
large”, reporting a 1% vacancy rate among the cities child care facilities. A staggering rate almost identical to Asheville’s 
housing shortage, demand continues to outpace supply. But this is not an economic opportunity for child care facilities to 
increase cost or expand classrooms. Young families are balancing fixed-budgets that send them scrambling to find rates 
under $1000 per month. State regulation maintains strict guidelines for child care facilities, raising the facilities cost of 
operations. 
 
In Asheville, the cost for infant care can range from $700 to more than $1,300 a month. Stack that next to a monthly 
rent/mortgage obligation and that's roughly ⅔ of average Ashevillian’s income.  Jacque Penick, executive director of 
Verner Center for Early Learning... 
 

“The cost of food, formula and staff time keeps prices high...it costs around $1,400 a month to provide quality 
care. Nobody in the field, if they are doing it right, is making any money. We need to value children more and we 
need to figure out a way collectively to make it more affordable." 

 
Most child care providers in Buncombe county are non-profit. Why? Because the profit motivation of business has not 
proven sustainable in the child care market.  “More spaces are needed in Buncombe County and people will need to think 
outside the box to entice providers,'' says Amy Barry, the executive director at the Buncombe Partnership for Children. 
 
So why should we explore business, namely this business “childcare as a platform”, in solving the child care dilemma in 
Asheville? I believe that platformization, paired with a distributed ownership model, provides a competitive advantage in 
mitigating important operational costs. These “outside the box” approaches can be incubated in Asheville in an effort to 
make an impact in cities facing the same dilemma.  
 
Using this article as a primer  it is important to make explicit three key assumptions supporting the validity of “Childcare 1

as a Platform”.   
 

1. 3 years later, Asheville is still facing a “child care dilemma” this article was written. 
2. The growth of small/mid-sized cities like Asheville is an on-going trend, as young families flee major city hubs in 

pursuit of a “better quality of life”.  
3. The high cost of supplies, namely diapers/wipes, food/formula are not the responsibility of the child care facility. 

Families are willing to provide these supplies in proportion to their child's usage. 

1  This primer follows an intuitionist, rather than rationalist methodology. A rationalist would start with a reasoned analysis of the 
current state of the childcare market in Asheville...this is the task of a whitepaper. A primer seeks to capture the knowledge hidden 
behind intuition. By making explicit our “gut reaction” to solving problems, we create a common ground by which to collaboratively 
critique and reconstruct our solutions.  
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